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The Cp, method of solving the transport equation has
been developed at Saclay during the last few years :
its main advantage is that the computing time is inde-
pendent of the size of the media considered. This method
is based on a lemma proved by Placzek : an integral
equation is provided for the angular flux at the boun-
daries of the media, its Kernel is the infinite medium
Green's function. The knowledge of the angular flux at
the boundaries of the media allows the fluxes to be cal-
culated at any point. The report is devoted to the ap-
plication to classical problems in one velocity cylindri-
cal geometry : albedo of the inner and outer problems,,
extrapolation length for the Milne problem, critical
radius^
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! . INTRODUCTION
J

The CN method of solving the transport equation has been
presented in previous papers [1]-, [2], [3]. Here it will be ap-
plied to cylindrical geometry, and classical problems, in one-
velocity theory and with an isotropic scattering law, will be
solved. Section 1 is devoted to the calculation of the outer pro-
blem : albedo of an infinite medium where a cylindrical black,
body is placed ; Section 2 treats the symmetrical problem where
a cylindrical scattering rod is surrounded by a blacK body ; this
is the inner problem. For these two problems the angular Green's
function and its moments are needed they are determined in Sec-
tion 3..Section 4 is devoted to the numerical results for the
inner and outer problems. The extrapolation length for the cylin-
drical Milne problem is calculated in Section 5 and comparisons
with previous results are shown. The last Section is devoted to
the critical radius for multiplying media.

; 1. ALBEDO OF THE OUTER PROBLEM

Let us consider an infinite medium absorbing and scattering
neutrons (in one-velocity theory) and a cylindrical rod made of a
black, body of radius r (a medium that absorbs any neutron ente-
ring it) placed inside it.

An angular flux V (r,J7) directed to the outside medium is
applied on the black, body surface i the outside medium reflects,
at the radius r, an angular flux v (r,u) ; the determination of
V (r,fi) will be named the albedo of the outer problem. :

£ i/: i

EQUATIONS :

Lt- Definitions : - For point determination, semi polar coordi-
nates are used : radius r and azimut i|>. - Around a point r, J? is
defined by the colatitude 9 and the polar angle <f> with respect
to thé radius r. ' I j

•
: Angular Green's function : We consider a cylindrical shell
source, located on the cylinder of radius r', emitting one neu-
'tron in the direction fi', defined by 6' and V" « j

!- I _ _y -> '

: The total angular flux G(r,ft,r',Sr) due to this source 'is
the Green's function > not taking into account the first flight
neutrons it is G(r,Œ,r' ,Jr ) . i ' '•



First kind equation : Let us apply the PlaczeK lemma [2],
[3]» [4] to this problem : the black body gives olace to the
scattering medium and an additional source f2."n v Cr,fà] is pla-
ced on the cylinder r. • •

'•'.''•: \ '

At the inside surface of this cylinder, the angular flux
for &.~n>0 is equal to zero : ___ ...... .

>0 0 • f .GCr.ft.r.ft1] v*(r,fi'3 fi'/n d$- » / ÏÏCr.s'Lr.fi'] v~(r.3'J «'.£ cj$' (1)
/2n -/2ir

Second Kind equation : The angular flux for fi.n<0 is equal

to ' and VJQ obtain :2irr
iî'.n t£-

CALCULATION OF THE ALBEDO

Knowing v Cr,fl), we define the albedo 0 by :

; ' fi - v~(r,^) ^."n d^
'; - 8 = ~

For convenience, we normalize v (r,fi) by r J + v (r,î2) fi.n dS2=1

.' A variationnal scheme [3], [5] had been developped for the ,
albedo calculation : the stationarity condition of a Roussopou-
los's type functional is equivalent to the basis Eqs 1 or 2. If
the unknown angular flux is expanded over a basis and if the
expansion is truncated at the order N, a bilinear form depending
on the expansion coefficients is obtained. The stationarity condi-
tion of this form gives a system of linear equations for the ex-'
pension ; this system of equation can be obtained in a simple way.

! j j

REPRESENTATION OF THE ANGULAR FLUXES . ' \

l""' Any angular flux vCr,Œ] defined on 2ir or 2ir can be repre-j
'sented by : ' I j

= v' C r ) B p C c o B 6] (3)1
A=0 m=-A ; . !

Where PJ^'Ccos 93 is the associated Legendre function of the first:

[6]. i i
! • i
j . For pur cylindrical.problem, the angular-fluxes satisfy
.the relations : j \

;_ v(r,6,V) = v(r,0,-¥>) ! v(r,ïï-0,V) = v(r,9,V)



j Let us define : I

\ f „ ($) = cos m V sin"1*2* 0 ' (4)
j . A m - • -

•; And 8, as the largest integer satisfying for each m

j ' m < N m + 25, è N

Where N is the truncation order of the spherical harmonics
expansion. ;

; It can be shown that an .expansion equivalent to.(3) is :

-> N *> -*• '
, • •• • vCr.fl) = Y V v, (r) f. (fo (5)
' - - - : • " tfeb s&a m

This expansion will be used for the albedo calculation.

THE CN METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ALBEDO

. We expand the incoming angular flux as :

*: ; e 2* .
m=0 *=0

And we use the same expansion for v~(r,$).

| . ; 3eaf v-cr.ft. E
m=0 x,=

i I •;•
1 " These two expansions are- used in Eqs 1 or 2 j they are mul-
tiplied by f (ft) and integrated respectively over 2TT+ or 2ir~

unction equal to S.n ; we define : '

; G£I Pq'
'•.•..e Am.

it! ! 'i "1 • • I ,
Where^e and e1 can have the values + or -. j j

i £•• For Eq. 1, named first Kirid:equation, we obtain the linear
system of equations :

' i ' ,j '
; And for Eq. 2, named second^Kind equation, we obtain : ' j
! ! i r,n ! ^ !

! • N A>
! n V^1 x ^ ,.T r""MH'j. M~ lp~PH ""'" \ rni! ! u ~ 2^1 /L, v Om u i0_ + V „_ |b„_ •— J , ItJJ

m=0 2TT r I



2. ALBEDO OF THE INNER PROBLEM

Let us consider a cylindrical rod of radius r, surrounded
by a blacK body ; the cylindrical rod can scatter and absorb one
velocity neutrons. An angular flux v (r.fi), for S C 2ir , is ap-
plied on the surface of the rod which reflects and transmits

EQUATIONS OF THE PROBLEM ' . ;

As in Section 1. we use the Placzek lemma and obtain two in-
tegral equations. ̂  ... . . . . .

First Kind equation

Gtr.ft.r.fi') vV.fi') fi'.nC 2n 0
* u

; 0)

S_econd_kind equation ' .

SC 2 B* .JÙÏsâU f G(r.S.r.S') v'(r.S') S'.n ift- * /" JStr.fi.r.8') V*[r.fr) fr.lX d8'
217 r ^ZTI" . -V

; : : (10).

The treatment, previously presented for the outer problem is
applied to Eqs 9 and 10 and two linear systems of equations are
obtained : . , :

First kind equation !

N ^ - '-

m?0 J§) ^ *m G~im + V *m G+Zm'

! '
Se;cond ki nd equation

N o r . „ pq.
_ . i t12)

r rtttL"""|-"v"2>ry
i 3. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION IN CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY

i ; |
: The flux Green's function will be determined first : this is
the flux due to an isotropic shell source. The angular flux is
calculated by use of the integral transport equation, and the
angular Green's function is obtained by use of the reciprocity
theorem. , . - ' . , _. ...

i



THE FLUX GREEN'S FUNCTION j

< An i'sotropic source, located on the cylinder of radius ro,
emits one neutron, per unit height j its analytical representa-
tion is : - ' -

The well-known Fourier's transform of the three-dimensional
Green's function [4] is used and we obtain :

, /•"> Arctg k . - .
$Cr,r ] = ~ I J (kr D J CkrD —-—- dk (13]

o ^ 2ïï J o o o 1-c Arctg k

• "" . k . . .
CALCULATION OF THE ANGULAR FLUX • - • • -•

In the case of isotropic scattering the integral form of the
transport equation is :

-00 • -CO

—
-0

/
-C

/ds + e.S(r;,) ds

The first term of the r-h-s is due to neutrons having under-
gone at least one collision Cf") , the second to first flight neu-
trons (f ) . . ' : : :

Calculation of f

;V 0 and <p determine, at the point r, the direction Û* Ar r1 i
the flux depends only on the distance to the axis co, by use'of !
'a,slight change we write : ; x . '

sin 6 Q. . dx !
sin 9 |

j i The expression Qf $Cr.) given by Eq. 13 and the Beasel func-
.aiJdition formula are used, we obtain :

x
sin 0 , ,.,„, dx« . (*»

?(p'e'rt-^A' Jo

| | For m îs o, the use of the Lipschitz integral [7] of the
Bsssel functions gives : i



X / i \

#Jk.B)'- r «" "̂  J tkx) -?i_ 1 M*K2.in27- j
* —~z - s — . .

. /«KZ sin2 6 \ k sln

' ......

For m < o - lPm(K,8) = M
m ijj_m Ck,9)

And finally : '

- c v^ irnv f* ' ArctS
'

f*

7o '•

Calculation of f[r,9.y). : For the calculation of f _, we use '
the representation of S(r,̂ ) ;

' S(r,fo = —7 j J
0
Ckr

0
3 J

0
Ckr3 dk :-

The same treatment as above is used and we finally obtain [
the angular flux due to an isotrcoic source : . !

eo /•« • kdK
ftr.O.V.r J - -^ 2 °inW> / J0(kro) JJkr) iJ^tK.O) ,.,. ArctgJi ^5)

BTT m»-"» ^o î

CALCULATION OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTION

The angular-flux due to an isotropic source (GCr'^.r1)) is
Known from Ëq. 15 and by use of the general reciprocity theorem
we Know $(r',r,-fii) which is the total flux due to a source emit- •
ting in the direction ̂  :

= 4ir
o

Kdk
J I K r - J

o
ollx' ' ml o vni '" ' 1-c Arctgji

k

We use the same treatment as previously and obtain the Green's
function G(r,̂ ,r',U') which does not take into account the f irst j
flight, neutrons : •

f J tkr') yfcp) ».(".•') *n^.O) ,.„
^o8n m»-08 n«-M

I An other derivation of this Grtien's function is given in [3]it-. .
I CS. I . . . , " |

MOMENTS OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTION".

The_moments of the Green's function are. defined in Eq. 6,"
the "fnm(") in Eq. 4 i using the representation of Eq. 18 for the
Greenes function we obtain :

Ge'pq _ c ̂  y> f_jt a s _ t Tt,m+2£+2,

Sir s=o t=o ('

With the definitions : /« =.1 a = 2: i a = '1 a

Ko =>2 ar

,(10)



a r • / COB q -p cos
eq /

•'Ae

/-" " i
r 1 " 1 J (Kr) JJKr J >J)
0 / B t 0 T!

*>>-f ""°° (;
'" Jo 7-3 3-\

r v> cos V d V

KdK
IK J IJ. 1 « J j _ fl.».*.,. L

j t ' 1 ~ C " IJL. E S ."»

A7k2 sin2 e - 1 y
. /

(19)

(20)

(21)
/«K sin 0 K sin 0

The functions $m(lO may be calculated by recurrence : if
m+u is an even integer they are elliptic functions, if m+u is odd
they are pseudo-elliptic functions.

The integrals 1^ can be computed by contour integration in
the complex plane : we obtain a polar contribution and a transient
contribution to be calculated numerically.

In this way, the moments of the Green's function appear to
be a double sum of integrals.

: 4. C NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE ALBEDOS OF THE INNER ' :
AND OUTER PROBLEMS

: The CNCYL program was written for the C^ solution of one- .
radius cylindrical problems and primarily, for the solution of
the inner and outer problems. The order N of the expansion is not
limited and all the integrals I are simultaneously computed to
taKe advantage of the recurrence relations between the \1> (k).•

ALBEDO OF THE OUTER PROBLEM

We have carried out the numerical comparison for the case
c=0.8 r=1 ; the C^ results depend on the order of truncation for
the expansion (5q. 17). Tables 1 and 2 give respectively the result's
obtained for the approximation Cg to C^, with a truncation order
between 10 and 40 for the first and second Kind equations.

TABLE 1

Albedo of the outer problem (c = 0.8 r = 1.)

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

10

.2293724

.2275367

.2279722

.2278998

.2279314

20

12293217
.2275389
.2279774
.2279042
.2279382

30

.2293164

.227538?,

.22797;/;;

.2279045

.2279385

40

.2293151

.2275384

.2279771

.2279046
' .2279305



TABLE 2

Albedo fo the outer problem (c = 0.8 r = 1-)

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

10

.2285958

.2280145

.2281071
' .2281143
.2281212

20

.2284043

.2278369

.2279376

.2279472

.2279526

30

.2283863

.2278203

.2279217

.2279317

.2279373

40

.2283620

.2278163

.2279180

.2279280

.2279337

For this problem it is rather difficult to obtain a result
for comparison with an other method because we have to treat an
infinite medium. We used the COLINE [6] program to calculate the
albedo of a cylindrical annullus limited by a radius (r-j « 10.]
with a boundary condition of reflexion (the albedo being calcula-
ted by the C^ method).

We consider the 40-term results as converged and we compare
on Table 3 the results of the two equations t the 04 of ths second
Kind equation is taKen as reference.

; : TABLE 3 :

Convergence and relative error for the
: .. different C approximations (c = 0.8 r = 1.)

Approximation

CO

: ' C 2

COLINE

First
Kind equation

0.229 3151
0.227 5384
0.227 9771

•'0.227 9046
0.227 9385

0.227 91

Relative
error

6. 10'3

2. 10'3

2- 10IÎ
1. 10 J
2. 10"b

Second
Kind equation

0.228 3620
0.227 8163
0.227 9180
0.227 9280
0.227 9336

0.227 91

Relative
error

2. 10~3

5. 10'4

6. 10"5

2. 10'5

I— ' I
The convergence of the second Kind equation is faster than

that of the first Kind. For the second kind equation an accuracy
of the order of 10"5 is obtained-for the C3 approximation. '"

i
In this difficult case, the medium being strongly absor-

bing, the convergence of the C method is satisfactory. • j



ALBbDO OF THE INNER'PROBLEM

The comparison is done for the case c = 0.8, with a radius
equal to 1. and for the second kind equation ; Table 4 presents
the results obtained for the approximations C to C with a
truncation order between 10 and 40.

TABLE 4

Albedo of the inner problem Cc = 0.8 r = 1.)-

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

10

.6932245

.6923638

.6926906

.6927060

.6927112

20

.6934319

.6925482

.6928625

.6928768

.6928840

30

. 6934507

.6925649

.6928779

.6928919

.6928990

40

.6934550

.6925688

.6928815

.6928954

.6929025

TABLE 5

Convergence and relative error for the different CN approximations

Approximation

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

COLINE

Second
Kind equation

0.693 4550
0.692 5687
0.692' 8815
0.692 8954
0.592 9025
0.692 9081

Relative
error

8. 10~3

5. 10~3

3. 10~5

1. 10~5

On Table 5, we compare the converged CM results with that of
t e collision probabilities the C is the reference.

We see that the convergence is good in this difficult case t
with a highly anisotropic angular flux, we' have obtained very i
good results. ' '
i • ' '" ' I
l£ '!?--' • i !

5l EXTRAPOLATION LENGTH FOR JHE CYLINDRICAL MILNE PROBLEM

!
The extrapolation length characterizes the effect of a boun-

dary on the flux : in cylindrical geometry it depends of the ra-i
dius of the boundary. . j



•THE MILNE PROBLEM

We consider the same geometry as for the albedo of the outer
problem, but a shell source is placed on the cylinder of radius
r ; r is much larger than r and than the mean free path of theo . oneutrons. ;

', S(r,n) is the angular flux due to the shell source. By use
of the PlaczeK lemma, we obtain two equations : . |

-C-r'' '• • S(r,n3 * GCr.fi. I-.?

(22)

(23)

;- Calculation of the extrapolation length : V (r,S2) can be
determined by use of one of Eqs 22 and 23 : the asymptotic flux
inside the medium is a sum of two terms, one for the S(r,fi) sour-
ce, one due to v"(r,n) ; j i

03
as

S(as,(r ' ) as I

The extrapolation length is the limit : X = lim —, . , .• j
I ; ' i •__."_ r'-vr 9aslr J (

The problem is the same as for the albedo : a variational '
argument has been developed ; it shows that the CN solution of
the first Kind equation is variationnal in the Kourganoff's clas-
sical sense and that of the second Kind is variational in the
usual Roussopoulos sense. The equations can also be obtained in
the simple way previously presented.

APPROXIMATION OF THE EXTRAPOLATION LENGTH

We define S_ n_ and obtain :

First kind equation
n p>

'0 = 3 + T V G rs v~ (r)+rs t-* t-i -pq pqq=o pKQ '

Second kind equation
•;-' n p>

0 = S -rs q=o p=o

rs-i

"Pq
r.

(24)

(25)



NUMERICAL RESULTS

i - By the résolution of Eq. 26 or Eq. 27 the outgoing angular \
flux v~(r,$fo is calculated, then the asymptotic flux $ v and the(
.extrapolation length are determined. •. a 1

••:•'- i ' I i
The CNCYL coda can calculate the extrapolation length in

any C 'approximation.
"T. < --* . •
"t- We shall begin by a presentation of ths convergence of j ths
CT, results for the cases r = 1.,; c =.0.9999 ; we then give a ta-
ble of.extrapolation lengths for c = 1.

a i ? . ' ; i
t— Convergence of the extrapolation length for the case
:c = 0.9999 r = 1. : Table 6 presents the results obtained for
the approximations Cg to Cq, with a truncation order between 5
:'and 40 for the first Kind equation extrapolation length and'
jTable 7 the same results for the second Kind equation ; Table 8
''compares the first and second Kind results : the relative error
.is determined by assuming that the C4 result of the first Kind
jequacion is. the'most accurate. I

I
TABLE 6

Extrapolation length of the Milne problem (c = 0.9999 r = 1.)

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

10

.9175925

.9157917

.9155468

.9155327

.9155282

20

.9180251

.9161309

.9158747

.9158608

.9158576

30

.9180632

.9161607

.9159032

.9158890

.9158859

40

.9180719

.9161676

.9159098

.9158956

.9158924

TABLE 7

Extrapolation length of the Milne problem (c = 0.9999 r = 1.)

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

10

.9180451

.9156747

.9157674

.9158275

.9158511

20

.9180747

.9157217

.9158266

.9158598

.9158644

. 30

.9180761
; 9157248
.9158290
.9158615 •
.9158857

40

.9180763

.9157255

.9158295

.9158618

.9158859



TABLE 8

Convergence and relative error for the different
.,:;• of the extrapolation length (c = 0.9999

^ approximations
r = 1.)

Approximation

! "CO!:.ci
I ;.C2

' i.l'C3
Î.-.C4

First
kind equation

0.918 0719
0.916 1676
0.915 9098
0.915 8956
0.915 8924

Relative
error

2. 10~3

2. 10-4
2. 10~5

3. 10"B

!

Second
Kind equation

0.918 0763
0.915 7255
0.915 8295
0.915 8618
0.915 8859

Relative
error

2. 10'3

2. 10-4
7. 10~5

3. 10"5

7. 10"B

! By inspection of Tables 6 and 7 , the Cq results with 40
'terms in the expansion seem to be converged with five figurés j
'the results obtained by the first Kind equation are the best.
This interesting feature is due to the classical variational
sense of this equation. j i

! ! i
Extrapolation length for the case c = 1. : The extrapolation

length in cylindrical geometry has long been imperfectly Known. :
The first results were published by Davison and KushneriuK [9],;
then a variation'al calculation was carried out by ZaretsKy [10] j
a new approximation was presented in 1954 by KushneriuK and
Mac Kay [11] and variational results by Mac Kay [12] in-1960.

B. Pellaud [13] published in 1968 a spherical harmonics cal-
culation of the extrapolation length and a table of most probable
values. As we have seen previously the accuracy of the C^ results
allows values extrapolated for c = 1. to be obtained. Table 9 is
reprinted from Pellaud and we have added our results.

' ... ... . TABLE 9 . . . . . . .

Comparison of C and Pellaud results for c = 1.

r

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.7

1.

2.5

5.

8.

Approxi-
mation

Pl1

.'

1.041

0.090

0.950

0.906

O.BOB

0.761

0.743

Approxi-
mation

Pm

0.993

0.952

0.907

0.006

0.7G1

0.743

Mac Kay

1.201

1.132

1.082

1.011

0.963

0.912

0.000

0.7G1

0.741

Oavison

1.206

1.142

1.102

1.066

-

-

O.B21

0.7G4

0.743

"Pullauci"
Most probfiblc

wOu"

1.205

1.136

1 .084

1.011

0.963

. 0.912

0.008

0.7G1

0.743

CN'

1.20566

1.13608

1.00571

1.01471

0.96610

0.91581

0.81031

0.76225

0.74204



The spherical harmonics method'gives very poor results for '"
the small radii ; Davison's expansions are accurate for small and
large values of the rasius : the Ĉ j method seems to give at least
four exact figures in each case. This extrapolation length can be
represented with good accuracy for standard calculations :

0.7104r2 + O.B939r + Q.01147
XCr) r2 + 0.5416r + 0.00860

6. CRITICAL RADIUS FOR MULTIPLYING CYLINDERS

We consider the same geometry as for the inner albedo pro-
blem, but the cylindrical rod multiplies the neutrons CK» > 1).
This'cylinder will be critical if a solution exists for the trans-
mitted angular flux v+(r,n) with an incoming angular flux v~(r,Œ)
equal to zero. The first Kind equation is thus obtained from Eq. 9

C 2ir~ 0= f GCr.ft.r.ft'J v+(r,fl') ft' .n dft' C26)
2̂

q. 1

ft'.n d$' (2?)

And the second Kind equation is obtained from Eq. 10

+ V

'2TT
These equations are homogeneous integral equations, solutions

exist only for discrete values of r.

An eignevalue problem is associated with this problem 5 the
same expansion as previously is used and we obtain linear systems
of equations :

N L̂ f - - 1
First Kind equation : Y* V' G £q - A a £q V0 = 0 (28): *-* f—1 +x.m +xm x/mm=o x,=o L- -* 4

N !L r + + I ' : I
Second Kind equation : T) V G Ç^ + a*?1"1 (•̂  X) V. = 0 ;

m=o jFo L + X / m +Xim Z 7 r r J *m (29) ..

NUMERICAL RESOLUTION I , !

' The matrix elements used in these equations are the same as!
those used in the previous sections with the difference that thej
medium multiplies the neutrons ;;the Fourier integrals are taken!
in the^Cauchy sense. . • i
i ' .il5 ! '
i The CNCYCRI code was designed for the -calculation of the cri
tical radius of a multiplying cylinder : it solves at any order !
the first and second Kind CN equations. We present results in two
cases c=1.1 and c=2. • j



Convergence of the critical radius for the cass c = 1.1 :
Table 10 presents the results ootainea by the resolution of the
f-irst and second Kind equations, with 40 terms in the series. The
reference result is obtained by the collision probability code
COLINE [8] and a result recently published obtained by the Case .
method [16]. For the relative error, the reference result is tha
second Kind C..

TABLE 10

Convergence and relative error for the différent C
approximations of the critical radius (c = 1.1) N

Approximation

CO
C1
C2
C3
C4

First
Kind equation

3.575 26
3.577 383
3.577 476

Relative
error

6. 10-4
2. 10"6

2. 10~5

COLINE 3.577 394

Second
Kind equation

3.589 23
3.576 286
3.577 360
3.577 391
3.577 384

Relative
error

3. 10-3
3. 10~3

7. 10~B

2. 10~S

CASE 3.577 391

The Cn/ and C-j approximations of the first Kind equation are
more accurate than those of the second Kind ; the first Kind £-2
is less accurate due to numerical difficulties. The convergence of
the second Kind equation is good, and the accuracy of the result
is fair compared to the reference results.

Convergence of the critical radius for the case c = 2. :
Table 11 presents the results obtained by the solution of the
first Kind equation, because, as we have seen in plane geometry
the convergence of the second Kind equation is rather slow. The
results are obtained with series limited to 40 terms ,• for the
relative error the reference result is that obtained by COLINE.
In this difficult case the convergence of the C result is good.
'

TABLE 11
!

Convergence of the first Kind equation C
for the critical; radius (c = 2.)

results

Approximation

CO
C1
C2

COLINE
CASE

First'
Kind equation

O.R68 130
0.668 656
0.668 614
0.668 6130
0.668 613

Relative
error

8. 10~2
6. 10~5

1. 10~6
•



CONCLUSION

I' Comparison of C^ results in cylindrical geometry to referen-
ce results shows the accuracy of this method for the calculation
of albedues and critical radii., For the extrapolation length the ,
results seem to be more accurate than the previous ones. . j

! The -next step could be the treatment of an heterogeneous \
cell taking .into account the spectrum of the neutrons. :
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